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ACROSS
1. Dubious, not well 

constructed
5. Like some rival or 

enemies
9. It's found in 

geometry class
14. Twice LXXVI
15. She was first 

heard in 2010
16. Chill
17. It precedes tide or 

log
18. Venue for 

shooting
20. Kind of tree
22. End of a prof's 

address
23. Phishing is often 

part of it
24. Best selling jazz 

album of all time
28. AOL or RCN
29. _____ de France
30. Where lawyers 

drink?
31. Most like a cliché
34. Word hear at a 

wine tasting
36. Negative prefix, 

but not the right 
one

38. Uneaten parts of 
the apple

39. "No man but a 
_____ ever wrote 
except for money," 
said Dr. Johnson

43. Italian fashions
46. Sam _____
47. Mahomes got one 

last year
51. Employer of 

Cooper and Blitzer
54. Like some footage 

or sewage
56. A really big shoe
57. Hula accessory
58. They play in the 

breeze

61. Exploits
63. Food mkts. since 

1926
64. Nice friend
65. Contusion of the 

iliac crest, 
informally

69. Start the bidding
72. "Do _____"
73. Suffix with major or 

cigar
74. Implore
75. Like Ross or 

Sheldon
76. Crown Royal and 

Old Overholt
77. Forum garb

DOWN
1. Frigid
2. A shot much 

recommended 
these days

3. Basement 
originally in Boston

4. Give up
5. Moon unit?
6. Where to find the 

girl from Ipanema
7. Sadistic
8. President Modi 

and nearly a billion 
of his countrymen

9. They're heard on 
Talk Like a Pirate 
Day

10. They play at the 
Barclays Center

11. Victim of climate 
change

12. Emeril
13. Doesn't apply the 

rule to
19. "Shallow" or 

"Ebony & Ivory"
21. Unruly crowd
24. Extended family
25. UN org. supporting 

workers

26. The saddest 
music in the 
world

27. _____ a brac
32. Letters for 

Obamacare
33. It's got more ore
35. Israeli 

statesman
37. What many do 

at Vail or 
Gstaad

40. Where UK 
finance 
ministers may 
have gotten 
their degrees

41. Like some 
ciders (and 
clues)

42. Apple release of 
2002

43. He said, "the 
medium is the 
message"

44. Off to _____
45. Kyiv's river
48. Paid part-time 

athlete
49. Take a whiz
50. Negotiation 

helps you get to 
it

52. ETO and the 
Pacific Theater 
were the main 
parts of it

53. Any of those 
whose names 
are on the 
Declaration of 
Independence

55. Cafe _____? 
(60s Village 
venue where 
Hendrix, Dylan, 
Woody Allen, et 
al. performed)

59. Bumpo's first 
name

60. Folder's 
declaration

62. Went fast
66. Dixieland 

Trombonist Kid
67. Printemps 

follower
68. _____ ipsa 

loquitor
70. _____ drop 

soup
71. Teacher's org.


